From the President
Let There Be Peace on Earth... Whenever I hear the phrase &dquo;peace on earth,&dquo; my first thought is always of Christmastime, with its colorful greeting cards and display banners in the shopping malls.
But now, with the recent turmoil in the Persian Gulf uppermost in our minds, this phrase has taken on new meaning, a more tangible and urgent meaning. It has triggered thoughts of how valuable peace truly is-on the global front, yes, but also in a more personal day-to-day way.
Sometimes we let our lives get so hectic that we fail to make time for &dquo;peaceful moments.&dquo; We get embroiled in one little battle after another, fighting deadlines or fighting the fatigue of a heavy work load. Those are the times when we need to step back, examine our priorities, and take a breather, to recharge our batteries and get a fresh perspective on what we are doing and what we want to be doing. We all need to take the time to review, relax, and renew.
Our patients are also engaged in a daily war with their disease, fighting complications and the frustration of dealing with diabetes as an integral part of their lives. Coping with &dquo;normal&dquo; stresses is difficult enough. Coping with the added strain and stresses of a chronic disease can be overwhelming. There is no stepping back to wait until it goes away, until everything is all right again. As one patient remarked, &dquo;If only we could be ill in peace and not have to take injections, test our blood sugars, watch our diets....&dquo; Peace to him meant not having to deal with his diabetic regimen.
This message is not intended to define stress or to identify methods of coping with and controlling it. Entire volumes have been written on that subject. Rather, it is to encourage all of us as diabetes educators to be as sensitive to the emotional feelings of our patients as we are to their physical needs. We need to take the time-even make the time -to talk with them about what else is going on in their lives. This type of interaction will help to calm their fears, and we, in turn, can provide better education and care.
The renowned Jewish writer/philosopher Elie Wiesel once wrote, &dquo;Mankind must remember that peace is not God's gift to his creatures; peace is our gift to each other.&dquo; Thus, as we hope for peace in the world, let us also look for peace in our day-to-day lives and help our patients to enjoy peace as well. Julie S. Meyer, MSN, RN, CDE 
